Explore concepts connected to LUME and Van Gogh’s artwork to use in your classroom. Topics include understanding near and far, color theory, how to paint like Van Gogh, and STEAM-related subjects such as sunflowers and synesthesia. The listed grade levels are suggestions for your review and any of these activities can inspire creativity in any classroom!

*Newfields is not affiliated with, endorsed by, or in any way officially connected to the producers of these resources. All links and subsequent advertisements should be interacted with at the viewer’s discretion.

**How to Paint Like Van Gogh**
3rd Grade | Starry Night Multi-Media Art Lesson

**Color Theory**
Kindergarten – 1st Grades | Colorwheel Flowers Art Lesson 2
1st Grade | Colorwheel Flowers Art Lesson 1
2nd Grade | Pantone Colors Art Lesson
3rd – 5th Grades | [Link to online Newfields DAN Guide]
6th – 8th Grades | How The Impressionists Used Complementary Colors To Great Effect

**Sunflowers**
All Ages | YouTube - Growing Sunflower Time Lapse - Seed To Flower In 83 Days
1st – 3rd Grades | Sunflower Growth Timeline and Life Cycle - 8 Stages (With Pictures)
1st – 3rd Grades | [Link to online Newfields DAN Guide]

**Scale and Perspective**
Kindergarten – 2nd Grade | [Link to online Newfields DAN Guide]
1st – 2nd Grades | Here, Near, & Far Winter Landscape

**Synesthesia**
All Ages | Vincent Van Gogh and the Power of Synesthesia in Art
All Ages | YouTube - What’s It Like To Hear Colors? - A VR 360° Synesthesia Experience
All Ages | Spotify Playlist - Van Gogh Alive

**Picture Books**
Camille and the Sunflowers by Laurence Anholt
Katie and the Starry Night by James Mayhew
Katie and the Sunflowers by James Mayhew
Vincent van Gogh Starry Night Dreamer by Alesandra Weekley
Vincent’s Colors by The Metropolitan Museum of Art, words and pictures by Vincent van Gogh